
2018 FALL/WINTER 

IMAGE SKINCARE
MINI SIGNATURE LIFT
PROTOCOL

Can’t go to the spa? Then bring the spa to you! Indulge in a mini SIGNATURE LIFT facial treatment to 
melt your cares away!

You’ll jumpstart your treatment with the age-defying AGELESS total facial cleanser. Next, layer VITAL C 
hydrating enzyme masque over AGELESS total resurfacing masque for a triple threat of exfoliation. 
VITAL C hydrating anti-aging serum follows to hydrate, brighten and soften the skin.

THE LINEUP:

AGELESS total facial cleanser: An age-defying cleanser that removes makeup and jumpstarts skin 
exfoliation.

AGELESS total resurfacing masque: This micro-exfoliating masque revitalizes and rejuvenates 
the skin.

VITAL C hydrating enzyme masque: This mask gently dissolves the layer of dead skin buildup that 
dulls radiance, revealing bright, even-toned skin.

VITAL C hydrating anti-aging serum: A serum for all skin types that softens the appearance of fine 
lines and fights environmental damage.

THE EXPERIENCE:

1.   Cleanse: Apply a liberal amount of AGELESS total facial cleanser to wet hands and rub hands  
    together to achieve a light foam. Cleanse the face for 1 minute and rinse with warm water.

2.  Exfoliate: Apply a thin layer of AGELESS total resurfacing masque to cleansed skin and massage  
    for 1 – 3 minutes. Do not remove. Apply a thin layer of VITAL C hydrating enzyme masque on top  
    of the AGELESS masque and massage for 1 – 3 minutes. Leave both masques on the skin for 10 –  
    15 minutes. (Try this in the shower to soak up the steam while you masque). When you are ready  
    to remove the masque, soak a hand towel in warm water and place over your entire face. Gently  
    press on the skin. Remove masques and rinse with tepid water. 

3.  Hydrate: Apply a liberal amount of VITAL C hydrating anti-aging serum to the entire face while  
    massaging and patting into the skin. After application, use a repeated fluttering motion to lightly  
    tap all areas of the face with fingertips to stimulate circulation.

Complete your spa time by snuggling up in your favorite robe and slippers and nibbling on your favorite 
comfort food!
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